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1 Introduction

Flexibility has recently been emphasized as an important feature that many

Þrms wish to increase1. Greater ßexibility is expected to improve a Þrm�s

adaptability to changes in consumer needs and technological developments. But

how much has adaptability actually improved? More importantly, by how much

does adaptability raise market value? This paper develops a model that can

empirically analyze the impact of adaptability on expected proÞts.

We suggest that a Þrm�s adaptability is determined by its ability to recognize

changes in its environment. When an unexpected change in productivity (or

demand) occurs, the Þrm observes an indication of the change and infers the

direction and magnitude of the change. If decision makers in the Þrm recognize

the associated deviation from predicted productivity (or demand) before mak-

ing production decisions, the Þrm will be able to respond appropriately to the

change.

For example, multi-task production equipment can be interpreted as a means

of allowing the Þrm to know customer needs without committing to certain

products. Decentralization can be seen as an organizational system that enables

decision makers to obtain precise information about a production process in

order to correctly deal with change. We assess a Þrm�s ability to recognize,

and therefore adapt to, an unexpected change, and estimate the impact of this

adaptability on expected proÞts.

How do we measure adaptability?: Suppose that a Þrm maximizes its ex-

pected proÞts. Then we can identify theoretically the predicted input level

that the Þrm would use if there were no unexpected change. Since in reality
1Milgrom and Roberts (1990) stress that programmable multi-task production equipment

has replaced single-purpose equipment for mass production. Osterman (1994) concludes

that substantial use of ßexible work organization was found in about 35% of private sector

establishments with 50 or more employees in 1992.
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the Þrm always faces changes, this predicted input never materializes. The

difference between actual and predicted input (the residual) can be considered

as the Þrm�s reaction to changes. If the correlation between the changes and

the residual is large, we can infer that the Þrm�s ability to adapt to change is

high.

This intuition can be conÞrmed. Assuming that the production function

is Cobb-Douglas and that an unpredicted productivity (or demand) shock is

log-normally distributed, this theory shows that the Þrm�s adaptability can be

estimated by the squared correlation between the unexpected change and the

logarithm of the deviation of actual input from the theoretically-predicted input.

This measure enables empirical investigation of the impact of adaptability on

the average proÞt rate and on the market value of Þrms.

Main Empirical Findings: The main empirical Þndings are set out below.

Robust and signiÞcant impact of adaptability on expected proÞts: The theory

predicts that expected proÞts are a function of productivity, adaptability, risk

and size. Empirical testing of this prediction uses the COMPUSTAT dataset.

Regression analysis shows that productivity and adaptability are two robust

determinants of expected proÞts. The importance of adaptability depends on

the level of risk that a Þrm faces. The estimates imply that if a Þrm fully

recognizes previously unpredicted changes in its environment, its market value

increases by 28% if the Þrm faces an average level of risk, by 48% if it faces the

top 10 % level of risk, and by 400% if it faces the top 1 % level of risk. We argue

that the real impact of adaptability is likely to be larger than these estimates.

Risky environments demand adaptability: Why are some Þrms more adaptable

than others? We examine two hypotheses: (i) smaller Þrms are more adaptable;

(ii) risky environments force Þrms to improve their adaptability. Managers
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of large Þrms may be unable to observe all the local information. If local

information is important for predicting changes in the environment, smaller

Þrms will be more adaptable. On the other hand, if unexpected change occurs

frequently, the beneÞts of appropriate reaction to change are large. Hence,

a risky environment demands adaptability. A test of these two hypotheses

reveals that a change in Þrm size is negatively correlated, and a shift in risk

is positively correlated, with changes in adaptability. However, when risk is

controlled for, the change in Þrm size has no impact on adaptability. This

paper concludes that for Þrms that respond rationally to change, increased risk

is the main contributory factor to greater Þrm adaptability.

Related papers: To our knowledge, this is the Þrst attempt to identify the

value of adaptability in a Þrm. However, this paper draws on previous research.

Stigler (1939), Mills and Schumann (1985) and Thesmar and Thoenig (2000)

investigate the trade-off between static efficiency and ßexibility. Mills and

Schumann (1985) Þnd that the variability of sales is inversely related to Þrm

size within industries. Flexibility improves proÞts only when Þrms know how

decisions should be changed. Hence, the results in this paper complement this

Þnding.

The results of this paper can also be interpreted as the comparison of en-

trepreneurial ability and managerial ability at the Þrm level. Lucas (1978)

describes managerial ability as the ability to increase productivity in a Þrm,

and shows that this ability is valued more in large Þrms. Schultz (1975) char-

acterizes entrepreneurial ability as the ability to interpret new information and

allocate resources to proÞtable opportunities, and Takii (2003) argues that this

ability is more valuable in risky environments. If it can be assumed that a

Þrm�s productivity and adaptability reßects these two different abilities, this

paper conÞrms both the above hypotheses2.
2Holmes and Schmitz (1990) also emphasize that it is important to distinguish entrepre-
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This paper also contributes to discussion of organizational change. Gittle-

man, Horrigan and Joyce (1998) and Osterman (2000) report that many Þrms

have introduced ßexible work practices. However, they do not examine by

how much Þrms have improved their adaptability. Interestingly, this paper�s

estimates of adaptability do not demonstrate a trend. Since COMPUSTAT pro-

vides only Þrm-level data, we cannot examine reactions within Þrms. Hence,

while the results in this paper are not conclusive, the evidence indicates that

organizational change may not improve a Þrm�s ability to react appropriately

to a Þrm-level shock.

Organization of this paper: The next section presents the theoretical model

and shows that expected proÞts are a function of productivity, adaptability,

risk and the capital stock. Section 3 discusses the estimation of productivity,

adaptability and risk. Section 4 reports the regression results. This section

shows that adaptability has a signiÞcant and robust impact on a Þrm�s average

proÞt rate and the market value of a Þrm. Section 5 examines the relation-

ship between risk, size, adaptability and productivity. Section 6 concludes the

paper.

2 The Model

This section develops the theoretical model. It is shown that the Þrm�s expected

proÞts depend on its productivity, adaptability, risk and size.

The Þrm�s production function is assumed to be Cobb-Douglas:

Y = zXαKβ,

where Y is sales, K is capital stock, X is the composition of all other inputs,

z is a random shock and α and β are parameters. Although each variable

neurial ability from managerial ability.
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differs between Þrms and over time, time and Þrm subscripts are omitted (unless

omission causes confusion).

K is assumed Þxed. Hence the Þrm can only determine X. It is also

assumed that changes in the environment that affect the Þrm�s proÞts are sum-

marized by changes in z. The natural interpretation of the random shock is a

productivity shock. However, since empirically Y is measured as nominal sales

deßated by the implicit GDP deßator, z can be affected by changes in taste.

The Þrm does not know the realization of the random shock. However,

the Þrm observes a signal s, which is used to predict z. The Þrm�s proÞt

maximization problem is:

Π (s,K) = max
X

½Z
zdF (z|s)XαKβ −X

¾
,

where F (z|s) is the conditional distribution of z given s. The price of the input
is normalized to unity.

It is easy to derive the optimal amount of input X (s) from the Þrst order

condition:

X (s) =

·
α

Z
zdF (z|s)

¸ 1
1−α

K
β

1−α . (1)

This shows that the optimal amount of the input depends on
R
zdF (z|s). If a

Þrm believes that z is large, it is proÞtable for the Þrm to produce more goods.

By substituting equation (1) into the proÞt function, Π (s,K), one derives

the expected proÞts of the Þrm:

Πe = (1− α) (α) α
1−α z∗K

β
1−α (2)

where z∗ =

Z ·Z
zdF (z|s)

¸ 1
1−α

dFs (s) ,

andΠe =
R
Π (s,K) dFs (s). The distribution Fs (s) is the marginal distribution

of the signal s. Equation (2) shows that expected proÞts depend on the capital

stock, K, and the variable, z∗, which measures the proÞtability of the capital

stock. Note that the shock and the signal increase expected proÞts if and only
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if they increase the proÞtability of the capital stock, z∗. The component z∗ is

discussed below.

The componentz∗: Assume that log z comprises a predictable component µ

and an unpredictable component u:

log z = µ+ u

where u is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ2u. It is assumed

that the unpredictable component u summarizes an unexpected change in pro-

ductivity and demand.

The Þrm cannot observe u before making production decisions, but it can

observe the signal s:

s = u+ ε

where ε is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ2ε. This paper

assumes that a Þrm�s adaptability is determined by its ability to recognize the

unexpected change. Given this assumption, adaptability is captured by the

accuracy of the signal, s, which is used to predict the unexpected change u.

Hence, we are applying the notion of prediction ability in Takii (2003) to measure

a Þrm�s adaptability. Let Φ (u|s) denote the conditional distribution of u given
s. Following Takii (2003), the accuracy of the signal s is measured in the

following manner.

Definition 1 The measure of the ability to recognize an unexpected change u

(the measure of adaptability) is deÞned by:

h = 1−
R
V ar (u|s) dFs (s)

σ2u
,

where V ar (u|s) = R ¡
u− R

udΦ (u|s)¢2 dΦ (u|s).
This measure implies that the Þrm can accurately recognize u when it can

reduce the average conditional variance having observed s. To compare ability
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in different environments,
R
V ar (u|s) dFs (s) is divided by σ2u, which is the

unconditional variance of u. The measure h spans 0 to 1. If the Þrm perfectly

recognizes the changes, h = 1, and if the Þrm knows nothing about the change,

h = 0. This is the measure of adaptability used in this paper.

The meaning of h is more easily understood if we derive the posterior mean

as a function of h:

E [u|s] = 0× (1− h) + hs = hs.

Since the noise term, ε, and the unexpected change, u, are normally distributed,

the posterior mean is a weighted average of the prior mean and new information.

As is apparent, h measures weight attached to the signal, s. When the signal is

informative, the Þrm will attach more weight to it, but when it is uninformative,

the Þrm takes a more conservative view and keeps to its prior mean. Using

the deÞnition of h, the variance of the noise term is endogenously determined

as follows:

σ2ε =
(1− h)σ2u

h
.

This shows that when the Þrmmore accurately recognizes an unexpected change,

the variance of the noise term is smaller. When h = 1, the variance is 0 and

when h = 0, the variance is inÞnite.

Using this measure, z∗ can be decomposed into productivity, risk and adapt-

ability. The proof is given in the Appendix.

Lemma 2 The proÞtability of the capital stock, z∗ is an increasing function of

productivity, ze, risk, σ2u and adaptability, h:

z∗ = (ze)
1

1−α exp
ασ2uh

2 (1− α)2 ,

where ze = exp
h
µ+

σ2
u

2

i
.
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The impact of ze and h : Applying lemma 2 to the above problem produces

the following theorem.

Theorem 3 Expected proÞts are an increasing function of productivity, ze, risk,

σ2u, adaptability, h and size K:

Πe = (1− α) (α) α
1−α (ze)

1
1−α K

β
1−α exp

ασ2uh

2 (1− α)2 .

3 Empirical Strategy

The objective is to test theorem 3 and compare the relative importance of pro-

ductivity, size, risk and adaptability. The following empirical equation can be

derived from theorem 3.

logΠe = φ0 + φz log z
e + φhσ

2
uh+ φk logK + ε, (3)

where φ0, φz, φh and φk are constant parameters, and ε is an error term. Strictly

speaking, the theory implies several restrictions on the parameters. However,

the purpose of this empirical study is to investigate the impact of adaptability

on the Þrm�s expected proÞts rather than to identify the model. Hence, we do

not concern ourselves with these restrictions but focus instead on the economic

importance of adaptability.

Given some econometric problems, some modiÞcation to equation (3) is re-

quired. Unobserved heterogeneous productivity may be correlated with the

measure of productivity, ze, and adaptability, h. This may cause the coeffi-

cients of these variables to be overestimated. Moreover, the capital stock may

not be stationary. In this case, the regression might produce spurious cor-

relations. To take account of these econometric issues, the Þrst difference of

equation (3) is estimated. Hence, the empirical equation is:

∆ logΠe = φ00 + φz∆ log z
e + φhσ

2
u∆h+ φσ∆σ

2
uh+ φk∆ logK + v (4)
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where v is an error term. The estimation of this equation requires estimates of

the variables, ze, σ2u and h, which are described below.

Data Description: The COMPUSTAT data set, 1980-1999, is used for the

empirical analysis. This time period was chosen because many Þrms did not

report quarterly data before 1980.

Yt and Xt are measured as sales (DATA2 in the COMPUSTAT) and as the

cost of goods sold (DATA30) in the Industrial Quarterly data set, respectively,

and Kt−1 is the net value of property, plant and equipment (DATA8) in the

previous year from the Industry Annual data set. Each variable is deßated

by the implicit price deßator for GDP (for Y and X) or the deßator for non-

residential investment (for K), which is taken from the Bureau of Economic

Analysis. COMPUSTAT was split into four periods: 1980-1984, 1985-1989,

1990-1995 and 1995-1999. For each period and each Þrm, we estimate ze, σ2u

and h by using Yt, Xt and Kt−1.

The cost of goods sold is all expenses directly allocated to production (e.g.

material, labor and overheads). Hence, it is not a quantity measure. There are

two justiÞcations for using expenses to proxy inputs. First, many Þrms in the

COMPUSTAT data set do not report quantity measures such as the number of

workers. Therefore, the cost of goods sold is the best available measure for most

Þrms. Second, there are many unobserved variable inputs. In particular, since

it is difficult to Þre workers, many Þrms might react to an unexpected change

by varying working hours or workers� effort levels. Expenses best capture these

changes in unobserved inputs.

Estimation of ze, σ2u and h: If the parameters α and β are known, the

productivity of a Þrm is derived from the production function:

log zt = log Yt − α logXt − β logKt−1.
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Hence, we can obtain consistent estimators of ze and σ2u by using the sample

means of z and the sample variance of log z over time for each period and each

Þrm provided log z is stationary. Since there is only a mild trend for log z, we do

not detrend log z. Some researchers Þnd the absence of a strong trend unusual.

Note, however, that X is expenditure. Since shifts in aggregate shocks change

input prices in the same direction, log z approximately excludes the effect of

aggregate shocks.

The exclusion of the aggregate shocks provides another rationale for using

expenditure to proxy inputs. This paper implicitly assumes that a major part of

shocks is idiosyncratic. This assumption is innocuous. Davis and Haltiwanger

(1999) review the literature and insist that idiosyncratic factors primarily ex-

plain the behavior of job ßows. However, if aggregate shocks are important,

the estimation of adaptability may be less accurate. For example, if every Þrm

reacts to a boom and input prices rise, Þrms will not use as much input as theory

predicts. Hence, the use of expenditure mitigates a potential mismeasurement

of adaptability caused by aggregate shocks.

Using the Þrst-order condition, it is shown that the parameter α can be

estimated from the factor share:

α =
(Xt)

e

(Yt)
e =

(Xt/Kt−1)
e

(Yt/Kt−1)
e ,

where (x)e is the expected value of x. Dividing X and Y by K is unusual.

However, since the capital stock is Þxed when the Þrm recognizes the unexpected

shock, the second equality is also true in this model. When X and Y are

divided by K, the trends of X and Y are approximately eliminated. Hence we

can estimate (X/K)e and (Y/K)e at the Þrm level by using the sample mean

of XK and Y
K over time for each Þrm and each period. For accurate estimation,

observations that have less than 20 entries in a period are deleted; 20 is the

maximum possible number in each period and for each Þrm.

To estimate the parameter β, the following regression equation is derived
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from the Þrst-order condition (1):

logXt = ψ0 + ψ1 logKt−1 + υt,

where ψ1 =
β

1− α , υt�N
¡
0,σ2

¢
.

Once ψ1 has been estimated, β given α can be recovered. Potentially, ψ1 can

be estimated at the level of the individual Þrm. However, the results are fairly

unstable since there are only 20 entries for estimating ψ1. Therefore, we assume

that ψ1 is the same at the one-digit industry level and estimate it for each one-

digit industry and each period. Since unobserved Þrm-speciÞc productivity is

likely to be positively correlated with the level of the capital stock, a simple

OLS will overestimate ψ1. Hence, a Þxed-effects regression is conducted for

each period and each one-digit industry.

The other variable for which we require an estimate is h. Intuitively, h

can be estimated from the correlation between the unexpected shock and the

reaction to the shock. If the Þrm�s response to the shock is appropriate, this

correlation must be high. To verify this intuition, we deÞne the reaction to the

shock.

Definition 4 The Þrm�s reaction to the shock R (X (s)), is deÞned by the loga-

rithm of the deviation of the actual input, X (s), from the predicted input, X∗:

R (X (s)) = logX (s)− logX∗,

where X∗ can be estimated from the amount of input that would be used if there

were no unexpected shock:

X∗ = (αze)
1

1−α K
β

1−α . (5)

Equation (5) is derived by replacing
R
zdF (z|s) in the Þrst-order condition

(1) by ze. Since X∗ can be estimated from data given the estimates of α, β

and ze, it is possible to estimate the Þrm�s reaction to the shock. Using this

idea, we prove the following theorem. The proof is in the Appendix.
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Theorem 5 The Þrm�s adaptability, h, can be estimated from the squared cor-

relation between the unexpected shock, u, and the Þrm�s reaction to the shock,

R (X (s)):

h =
³
ρuR(x)

´2
, ρuR(x) ≥ 0,

where ρuR(x) is the correlation coefficient between u and R (X (s)).

Since u can be estimated from log z − R
log zdFz (z), we can estimate h

from data for each Þrm and each period. To save computing time and reduce

estimation errors, the following corollary is useful.

Corollary 6 The correlation between the unexpected shock, u, and the Þrm�s re-

action to the shock, R (X (s)) is equal to the correlation between logY −α logX−
β logK and logX − α logX − β logK:

Proof. Since the correlation coefficient is invariant to an affine transforma-

tion of a variable ( ρXY = ρX(φY+θ), where φ and θ are constant ), the desired

result is immediate.

There is one technical issue. Since quarterly data is used, the data exhibits

seasonality. Hence, to the extent that seasonality is predicted, the simple

correlation coefficient may not capture the reaction to an unexpected change.

For this reason, we estimate the correlation for each Þrm, period and quarter,

and calculate the average correlation for each Þrm and period.

Estimate of the dependent variable: For the dependent variable, we use

two different variables as proxies for expected proÞts. One is the average proÞt

rate; the other is the market value of the Þrm.
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The proÞt rates are deÞned by Yt−Xt

Kt−1
and the average proÞt rates are es-

timated by the sample mean proÞt rates over time for each Þrm and period.

Since proÞts are divided by the capital stock, the empirical equation (3) must

be changed to:

∆ log
Πe

K
= φ00 + φz∆ log z

e + φhσ
2
u∆h+ φσ∆σ

2
uh+ (φk − 1)∆ logK + v. (6)

If the Þrm has the decreasing returns to scale, φk−1 is expected to be negative.
The advantage of this measure is that it closely reßects the proÞts from the

theory. The disadvantage is that the dependent variable is estimated from

variables that are used to estimate independent variables. This may cause

simultaneous equations bias.

To deal with possible simultaneous equations bias, we use the market value

of a Þrm in the Þnal quarter of each period as another proxy of expected prof-

its. The market value of assets is deÞned as the book value of assets plus

the market value of common equity less the book value of common equity

[DATA44+(DATA61*DATA14)-DATA59]. The market value of assets reßects

the investors� expectation of the present value of discounted income ßows. We

implicitly assume that investors base their predictions on the average account-

ing proÞts of the last Þve years. Given this assumption, the market value of

assets in the Þnal quarter is a function of average proÞts in the period. Since

the future market value is less likely to affect decisions about Yt and Xt, we can

mitigate the problem of simultaneous equations bias.

However, the use of market value causes another concern. Market value

might be distorted by investor speculation. It is hoped that each of these two

different dependent variables complements the weakness of the other variable.

Instrumental variable for Kt−1: We estimateKt−1 by using the capital stock

in the previous year of the initial year for each period and each Þrm. In the
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(80-84)-(85-90) (85-90)-(90-94) (90-94)-(95-99)

∆ logE
h
Yt−Xt

Kt−1

i
mean -0.125∗ -0.066∗ -0.038∗

standard deviation 0.475 0.623 0.615

# of observations 1078 1958 2075

∆ log (MV ) mean 0.327∗ 0.166∗ 0.412∗

standard deviation 0.557 0.612 0.819

# of observation 937 1583 1740

∆ log ze mean 0.051∗ 0.036∗ 0.086∗

standard deviation 0.171 0.255 0.250

# of observations 1078 1958 2075

∆h mean -0.016 -0.010 -0.003

standard deviation 0.252 0.252 0.249

# of observations 671 1140 1306

∆ρuR(x) mean -0.060 -0.016 0.015

standard deviation 0.476 0.498 0.501

# of observations 1078 1958 2075

∆σ2u mean 0.005∗ -0.013∗ 0.003

standard deviation 0.056 0.148 0.151

# of observations 1078 1958 2075

∆ logK mean 0.282∗ 0.334∗ 0.306∗

standard deviation 0.575 0.829 0.817

# of observations 1078 1958 2075

Table 1: summary statistics

The variable K is the net capital stock. The variables E
h
Yt−Xt

Kt−1

i
, MV , ze, h,

ρuR(x) and σ
2
u are estimates of the average proÞt rate, the market value of a

Þrm, productivity, adaptability, the simple correlation between the unexpected

shock and the Þrm�s reaction, and risk. ∗ indicates signiÞcant at 5%.
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theory, we assumed that the capital stock was Þxed. However, in practice it

must be chosen optimally, in which case, future proÞtability can be expected

to have a positive impact on Kt−1. To avoid simultaneous equations bias, we

use ∆ logKt−2 as the instrumental variable for ∆ logKt−1. In theory, once

∆ logKt−1 is controlled for, future proÞts must be independent of ∆ logKt−2.

4 Empirical Results

This section reports the estimation results. First, summary statistics are re-

ported. Contrary to the commonly-held expectation that many Þrms have

improved their adaptability, these show that the measure of adaptability is not

trended. Then the regression results are reported. They show that adaptability

has a robust and signiÞcant impact on expected proÞts.

Summary Statistics: Table 1 shows the summary statistics for each variable.

The Þrst two rows report the summary statistics for the dependent variables,

the growth rates of the average proÞt rate and the market value of a Þrm. On

average, the growth rate of the average proÞt rate is negative throughout the

period. On the other hand, the growth rate of the market value is positive. It

is well known that a large Þrm is likely to have a small proÞt rate. Hence both

pieces of evidence imply that on average Þrms in this sample are growing. This

interpretation is conÞrmed by the positive growth rate of the capital stock in

the Þnal row.

The third row shows that the growth rate of productivity is positive through-

out the period. However, the growth rate is much lower than the growth rate of

the capital stock. This is expected because the impact of the aggregate shocks

are excluded from this productivity measure.
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The fourth row reports the measure of adaptability. It shows that the

adaptability measure does not have any signiÞcant trend. The absence of a

trend is conÞrmed by the simple correlation between the unexpected shock and

the reaction to the shock [in the Þfth row]. This evidence is contrary to the

commonly-held view that many Þrms have recently improved their adaptability.

The evidence is not conclusive. In particular, the measure fails to cap-

ture Þrms� reactions to plant-level shocks. However, the evidence indicates

that organizational change may not have improved the ability of Þrms to react

appropriately to Þrm-level shocks.

Note that the number of observations for ∆h is substantially lower than

that for ∆ρuR(x). The estimation of adaptability requires that a Þrm should

have a positive correlation coefficient. However, 22 % of the observations in

the sample do not satisfy this condition. Moreover, since Þrst differences are

used for the regression analysis, it is necessary to have a positive correlation in

two consecutive periods. Unfortunately, 39% of observations do not satisfy this

criterion.

This apparent irrationality among Þrms may indicate that some assumptions

are unrealistic. In particular, we assume that all Þrms know the unconditional

mean of the shock and deÞne an unexpected change as the deviation from the

unconditional mean. If a Þrm�s subjective belief about the unconditional mean

of the shock differs from the objective one, a negative correlation might be

possible. To check the robustness of the results, we used a simple correlation

between an unexpected shock and the reaction to the shock as an alternative

measure of adaptability. Using this simple correlation, it is possible to use

all the observations and examine whether irrationality among Þrms affects the

results.

The Impact on Average Profit Rates: Table 2 shows that a change in
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∆ log Π
e

K = φ00 + φz∆ log ze + φhσ2u∆h+ φσ∆σ2uh+ (φk − 1)∆ logK + v
regression # (A) (B) (C) (D) (a)

∆ logKt−1 -0.332∗∗∗ -0.324∗∗∗ -0.313∗∗∗ -0.316∗∗∗ -0.314∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.013) (0.014) (0.011) (0.012)

∆ log ze 0.853∗∗∗ 0.784∗∗∗ 0.809∗∗∗ 0.346∗∗∗ 0.998∗∗∗

(0.046) (0.045) (0.048) (0.032) (0.046)

σ2u∆h 4.776∗∗∗ 4.600∗∗∗ 2.984∗∗∗

(0.497) (0.502) (0.471)

∆σ2uh 0.098 0.129 1.306∗∗∗

(0.219) (0.220) (0.170)

∆h 0.297∗∗∗

(0.034)

σ2u∆ρuR(x) 3.629∗∗∗

(0.187)

∆σ2uρuR(x) 0.713∗∗∗

(0.120)

Adjusted-R2 0.372 0.366 0.368 0.304 0.389

# of obs 2898 2898 2898 4781 2762

extra-regressor ∆E [∆ log (X)]

Table 2: The Impact of Adaptability on the Average ProÞt Rate

The dependent variable is the growth rate of the average proÞt rate. Each

regression includes a constant term and ∆ logKt−1 is instrumented by

∆ logKt−2. The variable ze, σ2u, h, ρuR(x) and E [∆ log (X)], are estimates of

productivity, risk, adaptability, the simple correlation between the shock and

the Þrm�s response, and the average growth rate of inputs, respectively. ∗, ∗∗

and ∗∗∗ indicate signiÞcance at the 5 %, 1% and 0.5% levels, respectively.

Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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adaptability has a positive signiÞcant impact on the growth rate of the average

proÞt rate.

Regression (A) in Table 2 reports that improvements in both productivity

and adaptability raise the growth rate of the average proÞt rate, while an in-

crease in the capital stock lowers the average proÞt rate and a rise in risk has no

impact on the average proÞt rate. The negative impact of the capital stock on

the average proÞt rate conÞrms existing results, which Þnd that larger Þrms have

lower proÞt rates. Note that since the coefficient of ∆ logKt−1 is larger than

-1 (-0.33), an increase in the capital stock raises average proÞts. That is, size,

productivity and adaptability are important contributory factors to increasing

average proÞts.

Since the original regression cannot perfectly distinguish the impact of adapt-

ability from that of risk, we also estimate the impact of a change in adaptability

alone. Regression (B) reports the results. The positive coefficient of adapt-

ability remains, which conÞrms that adaptability has a positive impact on the

average proÞt rate.

Regression (C) examines whether irreversible inputs bias the coefficients of

adaptability. If inputs are irreversible, Þrms that are contracting may have

difficulty in adapting to unexpected negative shocks. This is possible since

the major input for many Þrms is expected to be labor. If Þrms that are

expanding have a higher growth rate of the average proÞt rate, the coefficients of

adaptability may be overestimated. To examine this potential bias, we include

the change in the average growth rate of inputs as an additional regressor. The

coefficient of adaptability is almost the same, and remains signiÞcant. Hence,

irreversible inputs cause little bias.

Regression (D) investigates whether including irrational Þrms changes the

results. The results show that adaptability still has a signiÞcant impact on the

average proÞt rate. The coefficient of adaptability is a little lower than when

h was used as the measure of adaptability: 4.8 when h is used, and 3.6 when
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ρuR(x) is used. This is expected because the variance of ρuR(x) is larger than

the variance of h by construction.

Let us consider a different question: how important is adaptability? It

depends on the level of risk that a Þrm faces. In this sample, average risk is

0.04, the top 10 % level of risk is 0.07, and the top 1 % level of risk is 0.58.

Equation (A) implies that a Þrm that fully recognizes a previously unpredicted

change in its environment (i.e., h rises from 0 to 1 ) increases its expected proÞt

rate by 18% if the Þrm faces the average level of risk, by 33% if it faces the top

10 % level of risk, and by 277% if it faces the top 1 % level of risk.

The Impact on the Growth Rate of the Market Value: Table 3 reports

the impact of adaptability on the growth rate of the market value of a Þrm.

Equations (E), (F), (G) and (H) in Table 3 refer to the same regressions as

equations (A), (B), (C) and (D) in Table 2.

The results are similar to the previous results: both productivity and adapt-

ability have a positive, signiÞcant and robust impact on the growth rate of the

market value. The coefficients of adaptability and productivity in equations

(E), (F), (G) and (H) are all positive and signiÞcant. A comparison of equations

(E) and (G) indicates that the irreversibility of inputs overstates the coefficient

of adaptability in the original model. Since no bias due to irreversibility was

found in the regressions for the average proÞt rate, this result implies that the

growth rate of inputs may have more inßuence on the market value than on the

expected proÞt rate. In fact, the simple correlation between a change in the

average growth rate of inputs and the growth rate of the average proÞt rate is

0.21; the correlation between a change in the average growth rates of inputs and

the growth rate of the market value is 0.39. It seems that although a higher

growth rate of inputs does not increase current proÞts, it might be interpreted

as a signal of higher future proÞts.
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∆ logΠe = φ00 + φz∆ log ze + φhσ2u∆h+ φσ∆σ2uh+ φk∆ logK + v

regression # (E) (F ) (G) (H) (b)

∆ logK -0.024 -0.013 0.164∗∗∗ -0.015 -0.041∗

(0.020) (0.020) (0.022) (0.017) (0.021)

∆ log ze 1.863∗∗∗ 1.713∗∗∗ 1.361∗∗∗ 1.145∗∗∗ 2.041∗∗∗

(0.072) (0.072) (0.072) (0.475) (0.077)

σ2u∆h 11.94∗∗∗ 6.903∗∗∗ 10.14∗∗∗

(1.059) (1.019) (0.868)

∆σ2uh 2.436∗∗∗ 2.507∗∗∗ 2.921∗∗∗

(0.330) (0.306) (0.274)

∆h 0.486∗∗∗

(0.050)

σ2u∆ρuR(x) 4.434∗∗∗

(0.333)

∆σ2uρuR(x) 1.425∗∗∗

(0.174)

Adjusted-R2 0.231 0.211 0.337 0.143 0.240

# of obs 2521 2521 2521 3972 2416

extra-regressor ∆E [∆ logX]

Table 3: The Impact of Adaptability on the Market Value of a Firm

The dependent variable is the growth rate of the market value of a Þrm.

Every regression includes a constant term and ∆ logKt−1 is instrumented by

∆ logKt−2. The variables ze, σ2u, h, ρuR(x) and E [∆ log (X)], are estimates of

productivity, risk, adaptability, the simple correlation between the shock and

the Þrm�s response, and the average growth rate of inputs. ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗

indicate signiÞcance at the 5 %, 1% and 0.5% levels, respectively. Standard

errors are reported in parentheses.
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Although most of the results are unchanged, there are two main differences.

First, a rise in risk has a positive impact on the growth rate of the market

value; the growth rate of the capital stock does not have a signiÞcant impact

on market value. The results in Table 2 and Table 3 lead us to conclude that

improvements in productivity and adaptability are the two robust factors that

increase expected proÞts.

Second, the impact of both productivity and adaptability on the market

value is larger than those on the average proÞt rate. Compare equations (C)

and (G). The coefficients of productivity and adaptability increase substan-

tially, from 0.8 to 1.4 for productivity and from 4.6 to 6.9 for adaptability. The

coefficient of 6.9 implies that the Þrm that fully recognizes a previously unpre-

dicted change in its environment increases its market value by 28% if the Þrm

faces the average level of risk, by 48% if the Þrm faces the top 10 % level of risk,

and by 400% if the Þrm faces the top 1 % level of risk.

Further Robustness Check: We conducted several other regressions to check

the robustness of the results. First, the same regression was conducted using

different sample periods and different samples of Þrms. For example, the same

regressions using the full sample period, 1965-1999 were conducted. The same

regressions were conducted on a complete panel, obtained by deleting observa-

tions with missing values during the 1980-1999 period. Most of the regression

results produced signiÞcant and positive coefficients of productivity and adapt-

ability.

As a Þnal robustness check, we examined the partial correlation between the

measure of adaptability and the growth rate of average advertising expenditure

over sales. If advertising raises sales, greater adaptability may be the result

of additional advertising. However, since no signiÞcant correlation between

advertising and adaptability was found, this concern was dismissed.

In summary, the results in this paper pass several robustness checks.
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Discussion: There are reasons to suspect that the impact of adaptability would

be larger than these estimates. First, the COMPUSTAT data set does not allow

for an examination of reactions within the Þrm. Hence, if a plant-speciÞc shock

is important, this paper underestimates the importance of adaptability.

Second, measurement errors may understate the impact of adaptability.

Since independent variables are unobserved, they must be estimated for re-

gression analysis. Estimation errors may bias the results. Unfortunately, the

relation between error terms and the regressors in the model is highly non-

linear, and to our knowledge, no econometric method deals with this type of

a measurement error problem. To see how serious the measurement error is,

we re-estimated the variables using only three years in each period: the initial

year, the middle year and Þnal year of each period. This gave 12 entries with

which to estimate each variable and conduct the same regressions. Equation

(a) in Table 2 and equation (b) in Table 3 report the results. Since 20 entries

were used to estimate each variable for the original regressions, measurement

errors in equations (a) and (b) must be larger than in the original regressions.

In both cases, the coefficients of adaptability are smaller than the original ones

[equations (A) and (E)], while those of productivity are larger. Moreover, the

original coefficients are outside the 95 % conÞdence intervals for productivity

and adaptability under equations (a) and (b), but are close to the border for

equation (b). This evidence suggests that measurement errors are likely to lead

to underestimation of adaptability and overestimation of productivity, but the

bias may not be too severe when the market value is the dependent variable3.
3 Since some additional Þrms exhibit a negative correlation between the unexpected shock

and its reaction when adaptability is re-estimated, the number of observations for equations

(a) and (b) is slightly less than for equations (A) and (E). However, the small difference in

sample size is not the reason for the difference in the coefficients. Checking measurement

errors using the same sample did not change the results.
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∆ log ze ∆h ∆ρuR(x) ∆ log σ2u ∆ logK

∆ log ze 1

(5111)

∆h 0.009 1

(3117) (3117)

∆ρuR(x) -0.071∗∗∗ 0.969∗∗∗ 1

(5111) (3117) (5111)

∆ logσ2u 0.029∗ 0.378∗∗∗ 0.050∗∗∗ 1

(5111) (3117) (5111) (5111)

∆ logK 0.123∗∗∗ -0.072∗∗∗ -0.083∗∗∗ -0.030∗ 1

(5111) (3117) (5111) (5111) (5111)

Table 4: The partial correlation between the growth rates of risk, size and

productivity, and a change in adaptability

The variable K is the net capital stock. The variable ze, σ2u, h, and ρuR(x) are

estimates of productivity, risk, adaptability and the simple correlation between

an unexpected shock and the Þrm�s response to it. ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indicate

signiÞcance at the 5 %, 1% and 0.5% levels, respectively. The number of

observations is reported in parentheses.

5 Risk, Size, Adaptability and Productivity

We have shown that adaptability is valuable, but why does adaptability differ

between Þrms? In other words, what inßuences adaptability? We examine two

hypotheses. The Þrst is that larger Þrms are less adaptable. Top managers

in large Þrms may be unable to observe signals that could be observed locally.

Hence, an increase in size restricts adaptability. An alternative hypothesis is

that risk demands adaptability. Takii (2003) argues that an increase in risk

raises the importance of the ability to predict change. Hence, the larger is risk,

the greater is adaptability.
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Figure 1: Adaptability vs. Risk

Table 4 reports the partial correlations between the growth rates of produc-

tivity, risk and the capital stock, and a change in adaptability. It shows that

the growth rate of the capital stock is positively correlated with the growth rate

of productivity, though the correlation is small (0.12). It weakly conÞrms the

traditional view that large Þrms are more productive, as suggested by Lucas

(1978).

The relationship between risk and adaptability is signiÞcant and positive:

the partial correlation between ∆ log σ2u and ∆h is 0.38; that between ∆ logσ
2
u

and ∆ρuR(x) is 0.04. Since the correlation between ∆h and ∆ρuR(x) is 0.97,

the large difference in the correlation with a change in risk is peculiar and may

indicate serious selection bias. This point is addressed later.

Table 4 also conÞrms the predicted relationship between size and adapt-

ability, which is negative and signiÞcant. However, the correlation is relatively

small: -0.07 when h is adopted as the measure of adaptability; -0.08 when ρuR(x)

is used.
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Note that the correlation between the growth rate of risk and the growth

rate of size is negative and signiÞcant, at -0.03. Hence, a partial correlation

may be misleading. That is, although there is no relationship between size

and adaptability, since risk is positively correlated with adaptability, the partial

correlation is negative, and vice versa. To identify the true relationship between

size, risk and adaptability, further regressions are conducted.

∆h = 0.002 + 0.067∗∗∗ ∆ logσ2u − 0.005 ∆ logKt−1

(0.005) (0.003) (0.006)

Adj −R2 = 0.148 # of obs = 2898

,(7)

∆ρuR(x) = 0.004 + 0.016∗∗∗ ∆ logσ2u − 0.040∗∗∗ ∆ logKt−1

(0.008) (0.005) (0.011)

Adj −R2 = 0.008 # of obs = 4781

(8)

where ∆ logKt−1 is instrumented by ∆ logKt−2. The regression (7) shows that

once the growth rate of risk is controlled for, the growth of the capital stock

does not have any signiÞcant impact on a change in adaptability. That is, an

increase in risk is the dominant factor in increasing adaptability. However, the

regression (8) shows that both risk and size are signiÞcant. Note, however, that

the adjusted R2 is quite low in the regression (8). This indicates that the result

might be quite sensitive to the choice of sample. The same regressions were

run on a different sample. We found that the impact of size on the measure of

adaptability is not robust once risk is used as a conditioning variable. However,

the impact of risk is fairly robust.

Although ∆h and ∆ρuR(x) are highly correlated, the two measures have

quite different relationships to risk. To understand why, we estimated the

correlation between ∆ρuR(x) and ∆ log σ
2
u for separate samples. When ρuR(x) is

negative, the correlation is negative (-0.14) and signiÞcant. When it is positive,

the correlation is positive (0.15) and signiÞcant. Hence, the hypothesis that
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risk demands adaptability is true only for Þrms that react rationally to an

unexpected change. When a Þrm reacts irrationally, an increase in risk simply

worsens the situation.

6 Conclusion

This paper developed a model to empirically examine the impact of a Þrm�s

adaptability on its expected proÞts. The regression analysis showed that adapt-

ability has a robust, signiÞcant and positive impact on the average proÞt rate

and the market value of a Þrm. There is also evidence that risk-taking Þrms

are more adaptable when reacting rationally to changes in the environment.

Several extensions of this research are worthwhile. First, what improves

adaptability? Obvious candidates are ßexible organization, the use of infor-

mation technology and the employment of skilled workers. This would require

the measure of adaptability to be matched with labor-market data. Second, if

Þrms can react to unpredicted shocks by allocating resources within the Þrm,

this paper underestimates the impact of adaptability. To investigate resource

allocation within the Þrm, more-disaggregated data is required.

7 Appendix

The proof of lemma 2: DeÞne γu =
1
σ2
u
and γε =

1
σ2
ε
. Applying the standard

Bayesian updating technique, it is easy to show that V ar (u|s) = 1
γu+γε

andR
udF (u|s) = γε

γu+γε
s. Applying this result to the deÞnition of h, we can show

that:

h =
γε

γu + γε
.
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With this result, we can rewrite V (u|s) and R
udF (u|s) as:Z

udF (u|s) = hs,

V ar (u|s) =
1− h
γu

.

Using the above results,
R
zdF (z|s) can be expressed as follows:Z
zdF (z|s) = ze exp

·
hs− h

2γu

¸
, (9)

where ze = exp
³
µ+ 1

2γu

´
. Since the variance of s is 1

γu
+ 1

γε
, this can be

written as 1
γuh

. Using this result, it is easy to show that:

Z ·Z
zdF (z|s)

¸ 1
1−α

dF (s) = (ze)
1

1−α exp
αh

2 (1− α)2 γu
.

Q.E.D.

The proof of theorem 5: DeÞne γu =
1
σ2
u
and γε =

1
σ2
ε
. Applying equation

(9) to equation (1), it can be shown that:

X (s) = X∗ exp
µ
hs− h

2γu

¶ 1
1−α

.

Hence the Þrm�s reaction to the shock R (X (s)) is 1
(1−α)

h
hs− h

2γu

i
. Hence, it

can be derived from the deÞnition of a correlation coefficient that:

ρuR(x) =
√
h.

Q.E.D.
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